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Abstract- 

Ancient Roman structure followed the outside language of classical Greek structure for the functions of the historical 

Romans, however became exclusive from Greek homes, turning into a new architectural style. The patterns are 

frequently taken into consideration one frame of classical structure. Roman structure flourished in the Roman Republic 

or even greater so below the Empire, whilst the notable majority of surviving homes had been constructed. It used 

new materials, particularly Roman concrete, and more recent technology together with the arch and the dome to 

make homes that had been normally robust and well-engineered. Large numbers continue to be in a few shape 

throughout the empire, every now and then entire and nonetheless in use to this day. 

The Romans most effective commenced to reap extensive originality in structure round the start of the Imperial period, 

when they had blended elements in their original Etruscan structure with others taken from Greece, which include 

maximum factors of the fashion we now name classical structure. They moved from trabeated creation in the main 

primarily based totally on columns and lintels to at least one primarily based totally on huge walls, punctuated by 

arches, and later domes, each of which significantly evolved beneathneath the Romans. The classical orders now have 

become in large part ornamental in preference to structural, besides in colonnades. Stylistic tendencies protected the 

Tuscan and Composite orders; the primary being a shortened, simplified variation on the Doric order and the 

Composite being a tall order with the floral ornament of the Corinthian and the scrolls of the Ionic. 
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Overview- 

Despite the technical tendencies of the Romans, which took their homes some distance far from the primary Greek 

thought wherein columns had been had to assist heavy beams and roofs, they had been very reluctant to desert the 

classical orders in formal public homes, despite the fact that those had grown to be basically ornamental. However, 

they did now no longer experience completely confined with the aid of using Greek aesthetic worries and dealt with 

the orders with giant freedom. 
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Innovation began out withinside the third or second century BC with the improvement of Roman concrete as a 

effectively to be had adjunct to, or replacement for, stone and brick. More bold homes quickly followed, with awesome 

pillars helping extensive arches and domes. The freedom of concrete additionally stimulated the colonnade screen, a 

row of basically ornamental columns in the front of a load-bearing wall. In smaller-scale structure, concrete's electricity 

freed the ground plan from rectangular cells to a greater free-flowing environment. Factors along with wealth and 

excessive populace densities in towns pressured the historic Romans to find out new architectural answers in their 

own. The use of vaults and arches, collectively with a valid expertise of constructing materials, enabled them to reap 

remarkable successes withinside the production of enforcing infrastructure for public use. Examples encompass the 

aqueducts of Rome, the Baths of Diocletian and the Baths of Caracalla, the basilicas and Colosseum. These had been 

reproduced at a smaller scale in maximum critical cities and towns withinside the Empire. Some surviving systems are 

nearly complete, along with the metropolis walls of Lugo in Hispania Tarraconensis, now northern Spain. The 

administrative shape and wealth of the empire made viable very huge tasks even in places far away from the primary 

centers as did using slave labour, each professional and unskilled. Especially below the empire, structure frequently 

served a political function, demonstrating the electricity of the Roman kingdom in general, and of particular people 

accountable for constructing. Roman structure possibly reached its height withinside the reign of Hadrian, whose many 

achievements encompass rebuilding the Pantheon in its modern-day shape and leaving his mark at the panorama of 

northern Britain with Hadrian's Wall. 

 

Origins- 

While borrowing lots from the preceding Etruscan structure, consisting of the use of hydraulics and the development 

of arches, Roman status structure remained firmly beneathneath the spell of Ancient Greek structure and the classical 

orders.[2] This got here to start with from Magna Graecia, the Greek colonies in southern Italy, and circuitously from 

Greek have an impact on at the Etruscans, however after the Roman conquest of Greece at once from the exceptional 

classical and Hellenistic examples withinside the Greek world.[quotation needed] The have an impact on is clear in lots 

of ways; for example, withinside the creation and use of the triclinium in Roman villas as an area and way of dining. 

Roman developers hired Greeks in lots of capacities, in particular withinside the exquisite growth in creation withinside 

the early Empire. 

 

 

 

 

Historical Timelines- 

 Roman Empire 

The Roman Empire become one of the finest civilizations in records. It commenced in Rome in 753 BC. Rome managed 

over million rectangular miles stretching from the Rhine River to Egypt and from Britain to Asia Minor. This timeline 

highlights the fundamental activities withinside the records of Ancient Rome. This timeline is going from 753 BC to 27 

BC after which from sixty four AD to 1453 AD. 

 753 B.C. 

Rome is based 

Rome became based with the aid of using Romulus. Romulus became the primary of the seven Roman kings. The 

unique call of Rome became Roma. 

 509 B.C. 

Rome will become a Republic 

The ultimate king is expelled and Rome is now dominated through senators. There is a charter with legal guidelines 

and Rome will become a complicated republican government. 
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 45 B.C. 

Julius Caesar will become the primary dictator of Rome 

Julius Caesar defeats Pompey in a civil war. He will become the very best ruler of Rome. This is the quit of the Roman 

Republic. He hires Sosigenes, an Egyptian astronomer, to training session a brand new 12 month calendar. 

 27 B.C. 

Roman Empire begins 

Octavius appoints himself "Augustus", this indicates that the primary emperor. 

 

 80 

Colosseum is constructed 

The Colosseum became constructed in eighty AD. The final touch of the Colosseum became celebrated with one 

hundred days of games. The Romans invade Scotland. 

 306 

Constantine becomes Emperor in 306 AD 

Rome becomes a Christian empire. Before this, Rome persecuted the Christians. Constantius dies. His son Constantine 

is the trendy vice-emperor of Galerius. 

 380 

Christianity 

Theodosius I publicizes Christianity because the handiest religion of the Roman Empire in 380 AD. 

 395 

Rome splits 

In 395 AD, Rome cut up into empires - the Western Roman Empire and the Eastern Roman Empire. Each facet had a 

ruler in rate of it. The Roman Empire became cut up with the aid of using Theodosius. 

 410 

The Visigoths sack Rome 

This became the primary time in 800 years that the metropolis of Rome has fallen to an enemy. It became a big uproar. 

 

 476 

End of the Western Roman Empire and the autumn of Ancient Rome 

The ultimate Roman Emperor Romulus Augustus is defeated via way of means of the German Goth Odoacer. This is 

the begin of the Dark Ages in Europe 

 

 

Roman Architectural Revolution- 

The Roman Architectural Revolution, additionally stated as the Concrete Revolution grew to become into the great use 

in Roman structure of the formerly little-use architectural patterns of the arch, vault and dome. For the primary time 

in history, their capability grew to become into absolutely exploited withinside the creation of a extensive variety of 

civil engineering structures, public buildings, and navy facilities. The included amphitheatres, aqueducts, baths, 

bridges, circuses, dams, domes, harbours, temples and theatres.  
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An important issue on this development, which saw a fashion towards huge structure, grew to become into the 

discovery of Roman concrete, which added about the liberation of shapes from the dictates of the conventional 

substances of stone and brick. 

These enabled the constructing of the many aqueducts at some stage in the empire, which include the Aqueduct of 

Segovia, the Pont du Gard, and the eleven aqueducts of Rome. The identical principles produced several bridges, a 

number of which can be nevertheless in day by day use, as an example the Puente Romano at Mérida in Spain, and 

the Pont Julien and the bridge at Vaison-la-Romaine, each in Provence, France. 

The dome accredited production of vaulted ceilings without crossbeams and made viable massive included public area 

along with public baths and basilicas. 

 

Domes- 

The Romans have been the primary developer’s withinside the records of architecture to realise the capability of 

domes for the advent of massive and well-described indoors spaces. Domes have been brought in some of Roman 

constructing kinds such as temples, , palaces and later additionally churches. Half-domes additionally have become a 

favoured architectural detail and have been followed as apses in Christian sacred architecture. 

Along with vaults, they steadily changed the traditional put up and lintel creation which uses the column and 

architrave. The creation of domes changed into significantly facilitated with the aid of using the discovery of concrete, 

a manner which has been termed the Roman Architectural Revolution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

 

Materials Used- 

Stone-  

The Romans have been extraordinarily keen on luxurious imported colored marbles with fancy veining, and the 

interiors of the maximum essential homes have been very regularly confronted with slabs of these, that have normally 

now been eliminated even in which the constructing survives. Imports from Greece for this reason commenced 

withinside the second century BC. 

Roman developers hired the usage of numerous types of stone, every treasured for sure features: energy, durability, 

and aesthetics. Stone deliver turned into amassed regionally and a few quarried relying on availability. Stone served 

the Empire as a primary production fabric. Brick and urban have been used while velocity and repeatability of 

production have been critical. At a primary degree, stone is the maximum not unusual place and logically used 

constructing fabric. Even the maximum primitive subculture might be anticipated to accumulate and set up stones into 

a few form of shelter. Likewise, it might be anticipated the Romans might employ stones for production. Based on the 

extent of development of the subculture, their competencies in stone masonry exhibited a excessive degree of 

complexity and finish. This turned into done via way of means of use of numerous stone reducing equipment; reducing 

hammer (bladed), scabbling hammer (pointed), stone mason’s hammer, mallet, punch, chisel, saw, and square. This 

set of equipment stays the equal for stone masons withinside the twenty-first century. Five Geology classifies 
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stones/rocks into 3 classes: sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic. The Romans unwittingly applied all classes of 

stone contained withinside the geologic strata: travertine, a sedimentary stone; tufa and granite, igneous; and marble, 

7 metamorphic. The Romans obviously made use of those substances because of their close by geographic distribution 

and relative ease of acquiring a deliver. Vitruvius furnished steerage for his or her use primarily based totally on 

perceived features and attributes. Among kinds of stone one of the maximum famous turned into travertine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Vitruvius endorsed travertine as a stone that might “bear each pressure whether or not its pressure or the accidents 

inflicted via way of means of harsh climate.” Travertine, a sedimentary limestone, could be very difficult and has the 

ability to hold heavy hundreds because of its inherent compression energy. It has a creamy texture with a gently pitted 

floor and turned into used structurally, and additionally decoratively for facades of homes consisting of theatres and 

amphitheatres. Travertine’s reputation dwindled while Augustus desired marble over travertine as a cloth for 

redecorating constructing exteriors.6 Tufa is a porous, solidified volcanic mud, ensuing in a fairly susceptible stone. It 

turned into used frequently for indoors production, consisting of systems for temples. Because it turned into now no 

longer a difficult stone, tufa turned into without difficulty reduce and turned into proper while utilized in protected 

places, however turned into mistaken for outdoors makes use of because it turned into speedy eroded via way of 

means of frost and rain. Extensive use of marble turned into brought at some point of the reign of Augustus. Marble 

turned into quarried regionally and additionally transported extensive distances, a few as a long way away as Tunisia. 

It turned into fantastically valued and frequently used for adorned elements (consisting of the “capitals” of a column), 

or for facings. Sear and Adam offer an in depth stock of applied marbles: Chemtou, Chios, Flfia, Lesbian, Parian, 

Pentelic, Porta Santa, Proconnesus, Pyrenean, Rosso Antico and Thesian. The names of those marbles are related to 

the specific area from which they have been obtained. Each type of eight marble had its signature color. 

They ranged from yellow veined, grey-blue, white-yellow veined, white, vibrant white, red-blue, violet, red, and green. 

The sight of Rome with facades of those hues might were hanging. The software of this constructing fabric, the end 

result of Augustus’ flavor and desire, affords a hanging instance of ways substances have been used to explicit empire. 

Eight Although the usage of stone via way of means of Roman developers turned into extensive, Vitruvius committed 

little area to stone in his ten books, writing however a bankruptcy on stone. Vitruvius endorsed stone from quarries 

close to the City and from Saxa Rubra and Fidenae due to the fact those quarries produced soft (tufa) and difficult 

(limestone) stone, and due to the fact they have been each close to the city. The tufa will be reduce with a saw, so 

turned into without difficulty shaped at some point of production. Because of this tufa turned into endorsed for 

protected areas, wherein it might carry out well, however while uncovered to freeze/thaw, heat, or water action, might 

crumble. Travertine (limestone), is a great deal extra-long lasting however, in keeping with Vitruvius, cracks and 

crumbles while uncovered to fire. Vitruvius defined a stone quarried withinside the territory of Tarquini that possessed 

“limitless virtues.” It ought to face up to freezing, fire, and storms, and will ultimate indefinitely. Vitruvius endorsed 

this stone fantastically, however the quarry turned into a extensive distance away so it turned into hard to obtain. He 

did now no longer discover the stone, however due to the traits he defined, this is durable and now no longer suffering 

from freezing or fire, I speculate the stone he referred to turned into granite. If this stone, granite, couldn't be obtained, 

limestone and tufa required a 12 months publicity to climate after quarrying. If they withstood this test, they have 

been appropriate to be used in production.  

Nine a unique function of stone as a constructing fabric is that it has super energy while squeezed or compressed as 

withinside the production of a wall, however is weak while stretched or strained (tension) as in a horizontal lintel. 

Because of this, while stone is used to span a horizontal area, the usage of an arch is normally hired. The arch places 
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the stone in compression and the horizontal span can then be a great deal wider. Consequently, the arch can offer 

advanced energy over the lintel (un-reinforced) in any span. The importance of the arch can't be minimized. It stays a 

critical architectural and constructional detail today. 

 

Wood-  

Wood is a not unusual place and vital fabric of construction. The use of wooden through the Romans changed into 

increased over that of the Greeks through wider utility of use of the truss. This allowed the Romans to span large areas 

and assemble homes with large indoors areas. The basilica is an instance of a constructing containing this huge indoors 

hall. The truss, one instance of wooden construction, supplied for an extra assertion of empire because of the sort of 

constructing it produced. The use of wooden as a constructing fabric is extremely extra hard to affirm as no extant 

examples are to be had. To affirm the usage of wooden it’s essential to invoke a idea of the geologist, hint fossil, or 

higher defined on this putting as hint proof. As a hint fossil offers proof of the hobby of an organism, whether or not 

walking, slithering, or such, hint proof can assist reveal in which consumable fabric changed into utilized. Photographs 

of numerous Roman systems show, for instance, a wall with indentation in which a riser and tread for stairs might 

were. It may be speculated that those risers and treads might were made from wooden as they have got deteriorated 

from their location of attachment.  

In those examples the encompassing shape is sound, which has a tendency to illustrate the steps had been crafted 

from a much less sturdy fabric. Pliny supplied extra proof of the usage of wooden through figuring out the Roman 

inventor of woodworking, Daedalus. He credited Daedalus with the discovery of numerous woodworking tools: the 

saw, axe, plumb-line and glue. This might place those innovations someplace previous to the primary century AD, due 

to the fact that Pliny’s start changed into early withinside the First century.  Vitruvius supplied a beneficial 

rationalization of numerous timbers to be had for construction. His recommendation commenced with the time of 

year bushes have to be harvested, that being autumn. He defined that bushes are “pregnant” in spring and aren't 

appropriate for harvesting. Timber types to be had had been oak, elm, poplar, cypress, fir, and alder. Vitruvius supplied 

preparation on the usage of the numerous timbers. Fir is defined as a mild wooden, resists bending, so consequently 

might be appropriate to be used as joists (parallel beams assisting a floor). Oak, having a decent shape, changed into 

appropriate to be used in which the wooden need to be buried withinside the ground, or probably used as piers. Winter 

Oak is defined as beneficial in popular construction. Pine and cypress are identified for his or her resins and cedar and 

juniper for his or her oils. 

 The information of timbers, after they have to be cut, how lengthy they have to therapy earlier than use, and the 

simplest use of the types might were received through exhaustive trial and blunders or handed to Vitruvius (and his 

associates) from previous generations. It isn't always obvious via his writings which approach supplied the information. 

It need to be stated that Vitruvius cited the characteristics of wood and stone with how tons every consists of the 4 

elements: earth, water, fire, and air. The oak, for instance, is saturated with “earthy first elements,” which offers its 

tight shape and resistance to moisture. This changed into the technological know-how of the period, originating with 

the Greeks and Pythagoreans. 

 

Glass-  

Glass turned into an ancillary creation cloth for the Romans, now no longer certainly required for constructing the 

structure. The use of glass till the past due first century AD turned into on the whole for vessels and art. The advent of 

glass for window glazing turned into a essential shift withinside the idea of the window. It furnished the Romans with 

an extra constructing cloth and architectural function as a cultured announcement of empire. Glassmaking turned into 

located withinside the Near East someday round 2300 BC Early glass makes use of have been on the whole for beads 

and inlays, and later glass vessels. Pliny relates a thrilling tale approximately the invention of glass. “A deliver belonging 

to buyers in soda as soon as known as here,” so the tale goes, and that they unfold out alongside the shore to make a 

meal. There have been no stones to guide their cooking pots, in order that they located lumps of soda from their 

deliver below them. When those have become warm and fused with the sand at the beach, streams of an unknown 

translucent liquid flowed, and this turned into the starting place of glass.” Pliny’s account does now no longer offer an 

envisioned date for the invention, so Luckner’s will need to be accepted. 
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Vitruvius did now no longer deal with glass in his ten books, neither withinside the ee-e book on substances nor 

withinside the ee-e book on finishing. The number one attention for this creator is its use as a constructing cloth, and 

that use might be for windows. The extant systems have openings which might be really diagnosed as windows. The 

renderings additionally display openings recognizable as windows, lots of those depicted with mullions. Further, Pliny 

diagnosed the maximum noticeably prized glass as transparent. Sear states that window glass started for use 

withinside the past due first century AD, presenting an envisioned time for using window glass. 

 

Roman Brick-  

The Romans made fired clay bricks from approximately the start of the Empire, changing in advance sun-dried mud-

brick. Roman brick turned into nearly continually of a lesser top than contemporary-day brick, however turned into 

made in a number of one-of-a-kind shapes and sizes. Shapes protected square, rectangular, triangular and round, and 

the most important bricks observed have measured over 3 toes in length. Ancient Roman bricks had a well-known 

length of 1½ Roman toes with the aid of using 1 Roman foot, however not unusual place versions as much as 15 inches 

existed. Other brick sizes in historic Rome protected 24" x 12" x 4", and 15" x 8" x 10". Ancient Roman bricks observed 

in France measured 8" x 8" x 3". 

There is frequently little apparent difference (specially while best fragments survive) among Roman bricks used for 

partitions on the only hand, and tiles used for roofing or floors at the other, so archaeologists once in a while favour 

to appoint the universal term ceramic constructing material. 

 

Roman Concrete-  

Although concrete have been used on a minor scale in Mesopotamia, Roman architects perfected Roman concrete and 

used it in homes wherein it is able to stand on its very own and aid a wonderful deal of weight. The first use of concrete 

with the aid of using the Romans become withinside the city of Cosa someday after 273 BC. Ancient Roman concrete 

become a combination of lime mortar, aggregate, pozzolana, water, and stones, and become more potent than 

previously-used concretes. The historical developers located those elements in wood frames wherein they hardened 

and bonded to a dealing with of stones or bricks. The aggregates used have been frequently a lot large than in present 

day concrete, amounting to rubble. 

 

Furnishings- 

Vitruvius furnished a short dialogue on completing substances: plaster for partitions and ceilings, and paints for any 

relevant use. Paints constructed from ores and sea existence have been additionally discussed. Two hues are of unique 

note. Blue pigment changed into acquired via a complex method concerning sand, potassium nitrate and powdered 

copper. This combination changed into placed right into a kiln and the chemical method yielded the blue pigment. 

Purple changed into defined as the “maximum prized and maximum outstanding, loveliness of appearance.” Purple, 

Vitruvius explained, changed into acquired from the ocean mollusk, and handiest the ones from the island of Rhodes 

because of its region relative to the sun.  

Vitruvius did now no longer offer the foundation of those formulae or processes for acquiring numerous pigments. 

This short dialogue of plasters and paints is vital as reputation that those substances have been used. Their importance 

to empire changed into minimum but from a cultured attitude delivered to the imperial persona, specifically purple, 

signifying royalty.  
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Decorative structures- 

Monoliths-  

In architecture, a monolith is a shape which has been excavated as a unit from a surrounding matrix or 

outcropping of rock. Monoliths are located in all varieties of Roman buildings. They have been either: 

quarried without being moved; or quarried and moved; or quarried, moved and lifted clean off the floor into 

their position (e.g. architraves); or quarried, moved and erected in an upright position (e.g. columns). 

                                                        Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Obelisks- An obelisk is a tall, four sided, slender, tapering monument which results up in a pyramid-like form 

on the top. 
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Mosaics-  

The maximum famous detail of the early imperial period, the mosaic, an ornament made from colourful chips of stone 

inserted into cement. This tiling approach took the empire via way of means of typhoon withinside the overdue first 

century and the second one century and withinside the Roman domestic joined the widely recognized mural in 

readorning floors, partitions, and grottoes with geometric and pictorial designs. 

The tiny tesserae allowed very satisfactory detail, and a method to the illusionism of painting. Often small panels 

referred to as emblemata had been inserted into partitions or because the highlights of large ground-mosaics in 

coarser work. The regular technique, however, became opus tessellatum, the usage of large tesserae. There became 

a wonderful local Italian fashion the usage of black on a white background, which became absolute confidence less 

expensive than completely colored work. 

Mosaics are a few of the maximum enduring of Roman ornamental arts, and are determined at the surfaces of flooring 

and different architectural capabilities along with walls, vaulted ceilings, and columns. The maximum not unusual place 

shape is the tessellated mosaic, shaped from uniform pieces (tesserae) of substances along with stone and glass. 

Mosaics had been commonly crafted on site, however every so often assembled and shipped as ready-made panels 
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                                                        Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Figurative mosaics proportion many subject matters with painting, and in a few instances painting concern count 

number in nearly identical compositions. Although geometric styles and mythological scenes arise all through the 

Empire, nearby options additionally discover expression. In North Africa, a mainly wealthy supply of mosaics, owners 

frequently selected scenes of existence on their estates, hunting, agriculture, and neighbourhood wildlife. 

 

                                                      Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org   
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Opus sectile is a associated method wherein flat stone, generally colored marble, is reduce exactly into shapes from 

which geometric or figurative styles are formed. This greater tough method changed into tremendously prized, and 

have become particularly famous for luxurious surfaces withinside the 4th century. 

 

                                                          Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Paintings-  

Much of what is understood of Roman portray is primarily based totally at the indoors ornament of personal homes, 

especially as preserved at Pompeii and Herculaneum with the aid of using the eruption of Vesuvius in seventy nine AD. 

In addition to ornamental borders and panels with geometric or vegetative motifs, wall portray depicts scenes from 

mythology and the theatre, landscapes and gardens, undertaking and spectacles, paintings and regular existence, and 

frank pornography. Birds, animals, and marine existence are regularly depicted with cautious interest to sensible detail. 

                                           

                                                   

                                                          Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Hypocaust-  

A hypocaust became an historical Roman device of underfloor heating, used to warmth homes with warm air. The 

Roman architect Vitruvius, writing approximately the quit of the first century B.C., attributes their invention to Sergius 

Orata.The hypocaust became an invention which stepped forward the hygiene and dwelling situations of citizens, and 

became a forerunner of contemporary-day important heating. 

Hypocausts have been used for heating warm baths (thermae), homes and different buildings, whether or not public 

or private. The ground became raised above the floor via way of means of pillars, referred to as pilae stacks, with a 

layer of tiles, then a layer of concrete, then any other of tiles on top; and areas have been left in the partitions in order 

that warm air and smoke from the furnace might by skip via those enclosed regions and out of flues withinside the 

roof, thereby heating however now no longer polluting the indoors of the room. 
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                                                      Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

 Roman Roof-  

In Sicily truss roofs probably regarded as early as 550 BC.Their ability changed into completely found out withinside 

the Roman period, which noticed trussed roofs over 30 extensive spanning the square areas of enormous public homes 

including temples, basilicas, and later churches. Such spans have been 3 instances as extensive because the widest 

prop-and-lintel roofs and handiest passed with the aid of using the most important Roman domes. 

The biggest truss roof with the aid of using span of historic Rome protected the Aula Regia (throne room) constructed 

for Emperor Domitian (81–96 AD) at the Palatine Hill, Rome. The wood truss roof had a width of 31.67 m, barely 

surpassing the postulated restrict of 30 m for Roman roof constructions. Tie-beam trusses allowed for plenty large 

spans than the older prop-and-lintel machine or even concrete vaulting. 

 

                                                     Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Spiral Stairs-  

The spiral stair is a sort of stairway which, because of its complicated helical structure, became added rather overdue 

into architecture. Although the oldest instance dates lower back to the fifth century BC, it became handiest withinside 

the wake of the influential layout of Trajan’s Column that this space-saving new kind completely stuck maintain in 

Roman architecture. 
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Apart from the triumphal columns withinside the imperial towns of Rome and Constantinople, different styles of 

homes inclusive of temples, thermae, basilicas and tombs had been additionally equipped with spiral stairways. Their 

fantastic absence withinside the towers of the Aurelian Wall suggests that despite the fact that utilized in medieval 

castles, they did now no longer but determine prominently in Roman army engineering. By overdue antiquity, separate 

stair towers had been built adjoining to the primary homes, as withinside the Basilica of San Vitale.The creation of 

spiral stairs exceeded on each to Christian and Islamic architecture. 

                                                  Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Architectural Elements-  

The Romans followed the columnar fashion of the Greeks and, as formerly noted, the arch and the vault from the 

Etruscans. The Romans mixed the column, beam and 29 arch as an architectural fashion, using a confronted half-

column as a vital thing of the structure. The half-column kind of production is hired withinside the Colosseum. In the 

development of the aqueducts, the arches are supported on their piers without a dealing with column. This became in 

assessment to the Greek exercise of the use of the column as a structural thing. The Romans hired the structural 

column withinside the production of temples, the encircling colonnade being an example. The Corinthian, Doric, and 

Ionic Orders had been utilized by the Romans, now no longer highly originating with the Greeks. The Orders are 

referenced due to the fact they're a critical detail in Roman architecture. 

The span massive areas turned into a critical detail of Roman architecture. The Greeks were restricted to spans of what 

might be accomplished with the aid of using easy wood beams, and prefer stone, the anxiety energy turned into low 

so that it will span a massive indoors region vertical aid beams have been required. The truss, originated with the aid 

of using the Greeks, turned into followed with the aid of using the Romans and turned into hired in wood roof 

construction, doing away with the want for vertical supports. The basilica turned into a top recipient of the wood truss. 

Construction of the massive corridor of the basilica have become possible. 

As an architectural element, the arch become hired prominently. It became utilized in numerous sorts of structures: 

amphitheatres, theatres, bridges, aqueducts, circuses, baths, villas, palaces, and domes. The arch’s capacity to hold 

loads, its beauty, and the capacity to assemble it fast made it one in every of Rome’s maximum recognizable 

architectural features. 

Roman architectural factors have been derived from Greek and Etruscan influences. The column, the vaulted roof, the 

arch, the fashion of the entablature and architrave, and the Orders, have been all used to provide a uniquely Roman 

fashion of architecture. Organizations today, wanting to explicit wealth, power, and stability, will nonetheless appoint 

the Roman person withinside the designs in their structures. 

Roman Furniture-  

To a big extent, the kinds and forms of historical Roman furnishings accompanied the ones in their Classical and 

Hellenistic Greek predecessors. Because of this it's far tough to distinguish Roman paperwork from in advance 

Hellenistic ones in lots of cases. Gisela Richter’s typological method is beneficial in tracing trends of Greek furnishings 

into Roman expressions. Knowledge of Roman furnishings is derived in particular from depictions in frescoes and 

representations in sculpture, alongside real portions of furnishings, fragments, and fittings, numerous of which had 
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been preserved with the aid of using the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79. The maximum famous archaeological web sites 

with preserved photographs and fragments from the eruption are Pompeii and Herculaneum in Italy. There are high-

quality examples of reconstructed Roman furnishings at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City in addition 

to the Capitoline Museum in Rome. 

Chairs- The sella, or stool or chair, become the maximum not unusual place kind of seating withinside the Roman 

period, possibly due to its clean portability. In addition, the sella in its most effective shape become cheaper to make. 

Both slaves and emperors used it, despite the fact that the ones of the bad have been truly plain, even as the rich had 

get right of entry to valuable woods, ornamented with inlay, steel fittings, ivory, and silver and gold leaf. Bronze sella 

from Herculaneum have been rectangular in shape and had immediately legs, ornamental stretchers, and a dished 

seat. The sella curulis, or folding stool, become a crucial indicator of energy withinside the Roman period. There have 

been sellae comparable to each stools and chairs that folded in a scissor style to facilitate transport. The Roman 

cathedra become a chair with a again, despite the fact that there's confrontation as to the precise which means of the 

Latin term.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                       Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

 

A.T. Croom, however, considers the cathedra to be an excessive-sponsored wickerwork chair that become usually 

related to women. They have additionally been visible getting used as early college teachers, students could take a 

seat down round him on this chair even as he taught. It confirmed who held the seat of energy withinside the 

classroom.                 

As with Greek furnishings, the names of diverse Roman kinds as discovered in texts can't usually be related to 

recognised furnishings paperwork with certainty. The Latin solium is taken into consideration to be equal to the Greek 

term thronos and accordingly is frequently translated as “throne.” These have been like cutting-edge chairs, with 

backs and arm rests. Three kinds of solia primarily based totally on Greek prototypes are outstanding through Richter: 

thrones with “turned” and “rectangular” legs and grandiose thrones with stable sides, of which numerous examples 
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stay in stone. In addition, a kind with an excessive again and arms, resting upon a cylindrical or conical base, is stated 

to derive from Etruscan prototype 

      Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                    Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Couches-  

Few real Roman couches survive, even though every now and then the bronze fittings do, which assist with the 

reconstruction of the unique forms. While in rich families beds had been used for dozing withinside the bedrooms 

(lectus cubicularis), and couches for banqueting whilst reclining had been used withinside the eating rooms (lectus 

tricliniaris), the much less nicely off may use the identical piece of furnishings for each functions. The kinds is probably 

used interchangeably even in richer families, and it isn't constantly smooth to distinguish among dozing and eating 

furnishings. The maximum not unusual place form of Roman mattress took the shape of a three-sided, open square 

box, with the fourth (long) facet of the mattress open for access. While a few beds had been framed with boards, 

others had slanted systems on the ends, called fulcra, to higher accommodate pillows.  

                                                                Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

The fulcra of problematic eating couches regularly had luxurious ornamental attachments providing ivory, bronze, 

copper, gold or silver ornamentation. 

The bench, or subsellium, turned into an elongated stool for 2 or greater users. Benches had been taken into 

consideration to be “seats of the humble,” and had been utilized in peasant houses, farms, and bathhouses. However, 
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they had been additionally discovered in lecture halls, withinside the vestibules of temples, and served because the 

seats of senators and judges. Roman benches, like their Greek precedents, had been sensible for the seating of huge 

organizations of human beings and had been not unusual place in theatres, amphitheatres, odeons and auctions. The 

scamnum, associated with the subsellium however smaller, turned into used as each a bench and a footstool 

                                                          Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

Tables-  

Types of Roman tables consist of the abacus and the mensa, which might be prominent from each other in Latin texts. 

The term abacus is probably used for utilitarian tables, along with the ones for making footwear or kneading dough, in 

addition to high-repute tables, along with sideboards for the show of silver. A low, 3-legged desk, notion to symbolize 

the mensa delphica, become frequently depicted subsequent to reclining banqueters in Roman paintings. This desk 

has a spherical table top supported via way of means of 3 legs configured like the ones of a tripod. Several wood tables 

of this kind have been recovered from Herculaneum. 

 

 Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                           Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       
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                                                Image credits- commons.wikimedia.org                       

 

Analysis-  

Roman was a period of royalty and luxury that adds on to the beauty of every single detail for the interior, furniture, 

flooring , ceiling and many more. This study briefs out the details that were followed and were taken in consideration 

for designing of the structures and the interiors. The interiors gave a very luxurious feel with the use of materials that 

adds on to the beauty and makes it a part of the history that will grow with the coming time with continuing the use 

of these elements. 
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